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Evaluation of the epi convergence
  
Petr Lachout
Abstract
The paper presents an equivalent characterization of the epi convergence of lower
semicontinuous functions The proposed measures naturally estimate the distance
between optimal values of two optimization programs A comparison of optimal
solutions is more complex We propose an estimation for a given function which
can be taken as the excess of a set over another being in metric space Hence we
receive an estimate of the distance between optimal solutions
 The concept of the epi convergence
Looking for the global minimum of a given function is the central problem discussed in
the literature and solved in optimization theory  The lack of complete information on
the objective function is the main trouble met in the practice  We have to work with
approximations and therefore we naturally ask about the stability of our optimization
problem provided varying objective function  The epiconvergence looks to be the most
ecient tool for that see   or   We present an equivalent description of the epi
convergence which can be used to derive estimate of the distance between optimal values 
Treating of the optimal solutions is more dicult  We o	er a procedure which is natural
in the case of metric spaces as the example illustrates 
Let us specify the subject of our treatment  We work on the Hausdor	 topological
space X   Therefore we will employ open closed and compact sets of X  the notion
of nets cluster points limit points KuratowskiPainlev
e convergence of sets etc  For
convenience we are giving the list of the used notation in Appendix 
We consider the function f  X   R     Our interest is focused in con
tinuity property of its optimal value  f  inf
x X
fx and its set of optimal solu
tions  f  fx  X  fx   fg  Let us note that the problem of optimal
solutions do not need special treating  It is sucient to consider truncated function
f
 
 maxff   f  g as we do in the example 
Known observation is that  f is closed set provided f is l s c  lower semicon
tinuous  To avoid any misunderstanding let us recall that f  X   R is l s c  if
lim inf
yx
fy  fx for each x  X   Let us denote the set of all l s c  functions
on X by LSCX  
We consider the space LSCX  with the epiconvergence 
De nition  Let  be a directed set  f

 LSCX  for each    and f  LSCX  We
say that the net  f


 
epiconverges to f   provided epi f  K lim
 
epi f


Recall epi f  fx    X  R    fxg and the denition of K lim is remembered
in Appendix
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The epiconvergence admits a helpful characterization by means of the nets 
Proposition  Let f

 LSCX  for each  belonging to the directed set  and f 
LSCX  The net  f


 
epiconverges to f if and only if at each point x  X both of
the following conditions hold
 Let  be a directed set and       be monotone ie 
 
  

   
 
 

 
 
  

 and connal ie for each    there exists    such that
   Then we have lim inf
 
f

x

  fx whenever lim
 
x

 x
 There exists directed set  and x

 X for each        such that
lim
 
x

 x and lim
 
f

x

  fx
Proof Fix the point x  X
  Let  f


 
epiconverges to f  
a Let  be a directed set and       be monotone and connal  Assume
lim
 
x

 x and let us denote   lim inf
 
f

x

 
Take the set G  GX  R with x    G  According to the denition of
the lim inf we have for each    some    such that    and
x

  f

x

  G  Then x    Ls
 
epi f

  epi f because of the
epiconvergence  Therefore fx   
b According to the denition of the epiconvergence Li
 
epi f

  epi f and
hence x  fx  Li
 
epi f

 
Therefore for each G  GX R with x  fx  G there is 

  such that
G  epi f

 	 
 for each 

   Let us take x
G
  
G
  G  epi f

 for


  and dene x
G
 x 
G
 f

x whenever 

	  
The set  
n
G  GX  R  x  fx  G
o
is directed by inclusion i e 
G  H  G  H 	
Then we have lim
G 
x
G
 x and lim
G 

G
 fx 
That implies lim
G 
f

x
G
  fx since always f

x
G
  
G
and
lim inf
G 
f

x
G
  fx according to the rst part of the proof 
  Let the functions f

    and f fulll the conditions 
a Accordingly to the second property we have the directed set  and the conver
gent net lim
 
x

 x with lim
 
f

x

  fx 
Take the set G  GX  R with x  fx  G  There are 

  and 

 
such that
 
x

  f

x



 G  epi f

 for each 

  and each 

  
That means x  fx  Li
 
epi f

 
b Take x    Ls
 
epi f

  We set
 
n
 G   GX  R  epi f

 G 	 
  x    G
o
	

The set  is directed by the natural ordering

 
  G
 
  

  G

  
 
 

and G
 
 G

since x   is a cluster point  By the denition of  we have the point
x
G
  
G
  epi f

  G for each  G    Then lim
G 
x
G
 x
and lim
G 

G
   According to the rst property we conclude   fx
and therefore x    epi f 
We proved epi f  Li
 
epi f

  Ls
 
epi f

 which is the epiconvergence 
QED
We write the paper to introduce distances between l s c  functions giving an equiv
alent characterization of the epiconvergence  These distances can be dened for each
couple of real functions f  g  X   R and A  X  x  X by


 
g  f A  x  sup ffx gy

 y  Ag  



g  f A  x  inf fjfx gyj  y  Ag 	
Proposition  Let u  R   R be increasing continuous   be a directed set  f

 LSCX 
for each     f  LSCX  and for each point x  X we have given the base G
x

Then the net  f


 
epiconverges to f if and only if
lim
G G
x
lim sup
 


 
u  f

  u  f G  x   for each x  X  
lim
 



u  f

  u  f G  x   for each G  G
x
  x  X 	
Proof The function u naturally gives the bijection between LSCX  and LSCX  
n
f  X   uR
o
preserving the epiconvergence  Therefore it is sucient to consider the
nets of l s c  functions with real values only and show for them the characterization by
nets given in the proposition   Fix the point x  X for that 
  We show the equivalence between the rst property of the proposition  and the
rst property of the proposition  
a Let lim
G G
x
lim sup
 


 
f

  f G  x   
Let  be directed set      be monotone and connal and lim
 
x

 x 
For G  G
x
we have 

  such that x

 G and


 
 
f

  f G  x


 
fx f

x




for each 

  	
Accordingly to the assumption we have
lim
G G
x
lim sup
 


 
 
f

  f G  x

 
and therefore
lim
 
 
fx f

x




  	
That is nothing else than lim inf
 
f

x

  fx 

b Let for each directed set       monotone and connal and lim
 
x


x we have lim inf
 
f

x

  fx 
For each    G  G
x
and      there exist x
G
 G such that


 
f

  f G  x 
 
fx f

x
G



 	
Setting    G
x
    we receive a set directed by the ordering

 
  G
 
 
 
  

  G

 

 
 
 

  G
 
 G

 
 
 

and lim
G 
x
G
 x  Therefore according to the assumption
lim inf
G 
f

x
G
  fx 	
Then lim
G 
 
fx f

x
G



  and consequently
lim
G G
x
lim sup
 


 
f

  f G  x   
  We show the equivalence between the second property of the proposition  and the
second property of the proposition  
a Let lim
 



f

  f G  x   for each G  G
x
 
Then for each    G  G
x
and      there exist x
G
 G such that



f

  f G  x 


fx f

x
G



 	
Consequently lim
G G
x
 
x
G
 x and
lim
G G
x
 
f

x
G
  fx 	
b Let  be a directed set and x

 X be such that lim
 
x

 x and
lim
 
f

x

  fx 
Let G  G
x
  Then there are 

  and 

  such that x

 G for each


  and 

   Hence



f

  f G  x 


fx f

x





for each 

  and 

  
Consequently lim
 



f

  f G  x   
QED
If the space X is a metric space then we can receive characterizations of the epi
convergence by means of the Hausdor	 distance of closed sets see  and  
In general the epiconvergence on LSCX  is not induced by any topology  If the space
X is rst countable Hausdor	 space then epiconvergence coincides with the convergence
induced by Fell topology on closed subsets in X R  see  theorem    p   If the
space X is a nite dimensional space then there is a metric inducing the epiconvergence
see  or  p  

 Stability of the optimization program
The epiconvergence implies consistency of the optimization program 
Theorem  Let f  f

 LSCX  for each     the net  f


 
epiconverges to f
and sup
K KX 
inf
y  K
inf
 
f

y   f
Then lim
 
 f

   f and there exist 
G
  for any G  GX  with  f  G
such that  f

  G for each   
G
  consequently Ls
 
 f

   f Moreover   f
is a nonempty compact and there is a 

  such that  f

 is a nonempty compact
for each 

   
Proof See  or  theorem    p  
QED
Provided compact space X  the statement can be expressed in the following way
the function  is continuous and the multifunction  is upper semicontinuous  The
assumptions of the theorem  can be easily fullled for convex functions see  
We are interested not only in consistency we would like to estimate the rate of con
sistency  To receive an estimate of the distance between the optimal values we need the
following simple lemma 
Lemma  If f  g  LSCX  and u  R   R is increasing continuous then we have the
estimates


 
u  g  u  f A  x  u   g u   f  


u  g  u  f X   x  
whenever x   f and A   g 	 

Proof Let x   f and y  A   g  Then we have the estimates
u   f u   g  u  fx u  gy  

 
u  g  u  f A  x
and for each x  X
u   g u   f  u  gy u  fx 
 u  gx u  fx  ju  gx u  fxj 	
Minimizing along x  X we receive the estimate
u   g u   f  


u  g  u  f X   x 	
QED
Theorem  Let f  f

 LSCX  for each     sup
K KX 
inf
y  K
inf
 
f

y   f 
G
x
be a given base at each point x  X and u  R   R be increasing continuous
Let
lim
G G
x
lim sup
 


 
u  f

  u  f G  x   for each x  X  

lim
 



u  f

  u  f G  x   for each x  X   G  G
x
and let G
x
 G
x
  
x
  for x   f    D

  for    be such that


 
u  f

  u  f G
x
  x  D

  


u  f

  u  f X   x  D

for each   
x
  x   f
Then there is 

  such that ju   f

 u   fj  D

for each   

and there
exist 
G
  for any G  GX  with  f  G such that  f

  G for each   
G
 
consequently Ls
 
 f

   f Moreover   f is a nonempty compact and there is

 
  such that  f

 is a nonempty compact for each 
 
   
Proof According to the proposition  the net of functions epiconverges and therefore
almost all assertions of the theorem are contained in the theorem   We have to prove the
estimation of the distance between optimal values only  From the theorem  we know
that the set  f is a nonempty compact  Then we can select a nite set I   f such
that  f 
S
x I
intG
x
since  f 
S
x f
intG
x
  Then there is 

  such that
 f

 
S
x I
intG
x
for each 

  according to the theorem   The stated assertion is
straightforward now since the set I is nite and
max
x I


 
u  f

  u  f G
x
  x  u   f

 u   f  


u  f

  u  f X   x  
accordingly to the lemma   The point x   f can be chosen arbitrarily 
QED
The shown statement is better than the statement based on the uniform topology
assuming an open set G   f and 

  such that
sup
y G
jf

y fyj  D

for each   

 
Then for each x   f there is G
x
 G
x
such that G
x
 G  For each y  G
x
we have
the estimate
fx f

y

 fy f

y

 jfy f

yj since x   f
and hence


 
f

  f G
x
  x  sup
y G
jf

y fyj  D

	
Further



f

  f X   x  jf

x fxj  sup
y G
jf

y fyj  D

	
The distance of the optimal solution can be estimated using the following theorem 
Theorem  Let f  f

 LSCX  for each     sup
K KX 
inf
y  K
inf
 
f

y   f 
G
x
be a given base at each point x  X and u  R   R be increasing continuous
Let
lim
G G
x
lim sup
 


 
u  f

  u  f G  x   for each x  X  

lim
 



u  f

  u  f G  x   for each x  X   G  G
x
	
Let us consider a given function d 
S
x X
G
x
 fxg     Suppose  we have
functions                     

   an open set
Q   f and G
x
 G
x
for each x  Q    

  such that G
x
  f 	 
 
u  fx u   f   d G
x
 x  
u  fx u   f u  f

x  u   f

   d G
x
 x 
for each x  Q    


Then lim
 
 f

   f and there exist 
G
  for any G  GX  with  f  G
such that  f

  G for each   
G
  consequently Ls
 
 f

   f The set  f
is a nonempty compact and there is 
 
  such that  f

 is a nonempty compact for
each 
 
    Moreover  there is 

  such that
 d G
x
 x   d G
x
 x 
for each x   f

    


Proof According to the proposition  the net of functions epiconvergences and con
sequently the assumptions of the theorem  are fullled  Therefore almost all assertions
of the theorem are contained in the theorem  and we have to show the estimate for the
function d only 
There is 

  such that  f

  Q for each   

  Taking x   f

   

 we
receive the estimate
  u  fx u   f
 
u  fx u   f u  f

x  u   f




  d G
x
 x  d G
x
 x  	
The received estimate coincides with the statement of the theorem 
QED
The additional assumptions of the theorem are realistic  The function  represents
so called growth condition on the limit function  Such a condition is probably almost
necessary  The second assumption of the theorem  can be fullled for example using
Lipschitz norm
Lip gA  inf fL     jgx gyj  L d G x   x  A G  G
x
  y  Gg 	
Let Q   f be an open set and 

  be such that Q   f

 for each   

 
Taking x  Q G  G
x
 G  Q and x   f G we receive the estimate
u  fx u   f u  f

x  u   f

 
 u  fx u  fx  u  f

x u  f

x  Lip u  f

 u  f Q  d G x 	

 Metric spaces
This chapter is written to show the meaning of the theorem   Let X be a metric space
with the metric 
  We take the collection of closed balls V x    fy  X  dx  y  g
for    as the base at the point x and d V x    x    Further we employ the excess
of the set A over the set B given by excessA B  sup
a A
inf
b B

a  b 
Theorem  Let f  f

 LSCX  for each     sup
K KX 
inf
y  K
inf
 
f

y   f
and u  R   R be increasing continuous Let
lim
 
lim sup
 


 
u  f

  u  f V x     x   for each x  X  
lim
 



u  f

  u  f V x     x   for each x  X      	
Suppose  we have functions           

  and an open set Q   f
such that
u  fx u   f   excessfxg   f  
u  fx u   f u  f

x  u   f

   excessfxg   f 
for each x  Q    


Then lim
 
 f

   f and there exist 
G
  for any G  GX  with  f  G
such that  f

  G for each   
G
  consequently Ls
 
 f

   f The set  f
is a nonempty compact and there is 
 
  such that  f

 is a nonempty compact for
each 
 
    Moreover  there is 

  such that
 excess f

    f   excess f

    f 
for each   


Proof The assertion is a easy consequence of the theorem   It is sucient to set
G
x
 V x  excessfxg   f and d V x    x   and consider that always there is a
point x   f

 such that excessfxg   f  excess f

    f 
QED
 Example
Let us give a simple example illustrating the subject  Consider the functions f
n
x 
x 
n


 
n
 n  N and fx  x

 where 
n
   and 
n
   
Evidently f  f
n
are l s c  and  f
n
  
n
  f
n
  f
n
g  f    f  fg 
Our measures are


 
f
n
  f  x   x   x 



 
x

 jx 
n
j  

 
n


if jx 
n
j   
 
x

 
n


if jx 
n
j  
and



f
n
  f  x   x   x  jfx f
n
xj  jx

 x 
n


 
n
j 	

lim
n


 
f
n
  f  x   x   x 

x

 jxj  

if jxj   
x

if jxj   
Hence
lim
 
lim sup
n


 
f
n
  f  x   x   x   x  R  
lim
n



f
n
  f  x   x   x   x  R     	
Consequently the functions f
n
epiconverges to f  
Accordingly to the theorem  we have j f
n
  f j  j
n
j for each n  N since
sup
t
inf
jyjt
inf
n N
f
n
y  sup
tA



t

 inf
n N

n

    where A  sup
n N
j
n
j  


 
f
n
  f        max
n
j
n
j  

 
n


  
n


o
 
n


 



f
n
  f R     jf f
n

n
j  j
n
j
for each n  N and    
Accordingly to the theorem  we have excess f
n
    f  j
n
j for each n  N
since
fx  f  x


 
excessfxg   f


 
fx  f f
n
x   f
n
  x

 x 
n


 
n
x 

n
 j
n
jexcessfxg   f
for each n  N and each x  R   Here t  t

and t  n  j
n
jt are the functions
assumed in the theorem  
Now we are interested in behavior of the 
n
optimal sets
 f
n
 
n
  fx  R  f
n
x   f
n
  
n
g  
provided   
n
  and 
n
     
Let us dene gx  max ffx   f  g and g
n
x  max ff
n
x   f
n
  
n
g 
Then our measures are


 
g
n
  g x   x   x 

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

 
x

 jx 
n
j  

 
n


if jx 
n
j  
p

n
and jxj 
p
 
 
x


n
 
n


if jx 
n
j  
p

n
and jxj 
p
 
 
 jx 
n
j  

 
n


if jx 
n
j  
p

n
and jxj 
p
 
 

n
 
n


if jx 
n
j  
p

n
and jxj 
p
 
and



g
n
  g x   x   x  jgx g
n
xj 


	
	

	
	

jx

 x 
n


 
n
j if jx 
n
j 
p

n
  jxj 
p
 
jx


n
 
n
j if jx 
n
j 
p

n
  jxj 
p
 
j x 
n


 
n
j if jx 
n
j 
p

n
  jxj 
p
 
j
n
 
n
j if jx 
n
j 
p

n
  jxj 
p
	

Hence
lim
n


 
g
n
  g x   x   x 

	

	

x

 jxj  

if jxj  
p
 
x

 if
p
  jxj  
p
 
 if jxj 
p
 
Hence
lim
 
lim sup
n


 
g
n
  g x   x   x   x  R  
lim
n



g
n
  g x   x   x   x  R     	
Consequently the functions g
n
epiconverges to g 
Accordingly to the theorem  we have j g
n
 g j  j
n

n
j for each n  N
since
sup
t
inf
jyjt
inf
n N
g
n
y  sup
tA



t

 inf
n N

n

   
where A  sup
n N
n
j
n
j
p

n
o
 


 
g
n
  g     x  
n
 
n


 



g
n
  gR   x  jgx g
n

n
j  j
n
 
n
j
for each n  N  x   g i e  jxj 
p
 and    
Estimating the excess between the sets of optimal solutions we have to establish the
functions  and  required in the theorem  
Let x 	  g i e  jxj 
p
 and excessfxg   g  jxj 
p
  That we have
gx  g  x

  excessfxg   g  
where t  t

 t
p
  The other di	erence is
gx  g g
n
x   g
n
 

x

 if jx 
n
j 
p

n
 
x

 x 
n



n
if jx 
n
j 
p

n
	
Hence we estimate
gx  g g
n
x   g
n
 

x

 if jjxj  j
n
jj 
p

n
 
x

 jxj  j
n
j


n
if jjxj  j
n
jj 
p

n
 
and
gx  g g
n
x   g
n
 

x

 if jxj  j
n
j
p

n
 
jxjj
n
j 
n
if jxj  j
n
j
p

n
	
Consequently
gx  g g
n
x   g
n
  excessfxg   g   n  
where
t  n 



t

 t
p

if   t  max
n
  j
n
j
p

n

p

o
 
tj
n
j j
n
j
p

n
if t  max
n
  j
n
j
p

n

p

o
	

Accordingly to the theorem  we have
excess g
n
    g  excess g
n
    g   n
and solving this inequality we get
excess g
n
    g  max

  j
n
j
q

n

p
  j
n
j
q

n
 

n

p




 max

  j
n
j
q

n
 

n

p



 max

  j
n
j
q

n

p



for each n  N  
 Appendix
The appendix is giving a list of the notation used in the paper  We combine the notations
used in  and in  
Let X be a topological space  The set of all open resp  closed compact sets is
denoted GX  resp  FX  KX   The collection of sets G  GX  is called the
topological base if each open set of X can be written as the union of the sets belonging
to G  The collection of sets G  GX  is called the topological subbase if the collection
of all nite intersections of the sets from G forms the topological base  The collection
of sets G
x
 expX is called the topological base at the point x  X if each set from
G
x
contains an open set containing the point x and each open set containing the point x
contains a set from G
x
  The space X is called rst countable provided a countable base
at each point of X   The space X having a countable base is called separable 
We say the set     is directed provided the relation  is reexive i e    
transitive i e  
 
 

 

 
	
 
 
 
	
 and for each pair 
 
  

  there exists

	
  with 
 
 
	
and 

 
	
 
Let X be a nonempty set  A net in a set X based on a directed set  is a function
a    X  We use the notation  a


 
 
Let X be a topological space and  a


 
be a net in X   We say the net  a


 
converges to the point a  X  provided 
G
  for each G  GX  a  G such that
a

 G for each 
G
     Traditional notation is lim
 
a

 a  Treating the net
in generalized real line R  we use lim sup
 
a

 lim
 
sup
 
a

and lim inf
 
a


lim
 
inf
 
a

  Treating the function f from a topological space X to R we use
lim inf
yx
fy  lim
G G
x
inf
y G
fy lim sup
yx
fy  lim
G G
x
sup
y G
fy the result
is of course independent on the choice of the bases at the point x  In the case lim sup
coincides with lim inf we set lim
yx
fy  lim sup
yx
fy  lim inf
yx
fy 
Let X be a topological space and  A


 
be a net of the subsets of X   We say
the point x  X is the limit point of  A


 
if for each G  GX  x  G there is

G
  such that G  A

	 
 for each 
G
     The set of all limit points is denoted
Li
 
A

 
We say the point x  X is the cluster point of  A


 
if for each G  GX  x  G
and each    there is       such that G  A

	 
  The set of all cluster points
is denoted Ls
 
A

 

We declare  A


 
KuratowskiPainlev
e convergent to A  X  we write A 
K lim
 
A

 provided Li
 
A

 Ls
 
A

 A  Recall the set A must be closed since
Li
 
A as well as Ls
 
A are always closed 
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